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ABSTRACT

The correlation of impurity fluxes and impurity densities in the plasma was
studied in ASDEX for various elements and discharge parameters. The impurity
confinement is well described by a diffusion transport model. With the influx
of intrinsic impurities known, conc lusions can be drawn on impurity sources
and generation mechanisms.
I. INTRODUCTION AND METHOD

The impurity content of tokamak plasmas is measured quite routinely, but
little is known about impurity fluxes due to plasma-wall interaction. However,
a knowledge of these fluxes is very important for identifying the actual mechanisms and l oca ti ons of impurity production. In ASDEX the corre lation of
the impurity density in the plasma and the respective impurity influx was
studied in detail for different i mpuri ty species and experimental conditions .
These are divert or (D) and toroidal limiter (tL) discharges in either H2 or
D2, with or without neutral injection (N.I.). Since it is often difficult
to measure the influx directly, the behavior of impurities was simulated by
injecting gases, especially s ilane (SiH4)' Model calculations describing the
measurements very well were also made.

In steady state, the total loss of impurity ions 0i must be balanced by the
total neutral influx ~o' This outf lux 0i nay be characterized by a particle
confinement time, defined as lp - Ni/~o' uhere Ni means the total number of
impurity ions in the plasma. In the context of a simple diffusion model I I 1
the impurity ion flux can be calculated from an anomalous diffusion coefficient D, and the gradient characterized by the ionization length of the neutrals, Aion . Th~ par ti c l e confinement time is then

Aion is a function of the neutral velocity Vo and the parameters of the edge
plasma; Da may be derived from transport studies of t he plasma. The most accurate measurement in ASDEX by means of a neon-seeded pellet yielded
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Da - 4000 cm 2 /s for a deuterium and Da - 6000 cm 2 /s for a hydrogen backgtou~
plasma .

A more sophisticated model must take into account the presence of parallel
flows in the plasma scrape- off and of friction between impurities and the
background ions. In the following, measured values of 'p are compare d with
ca l culated val ues. The latter were obtained by a transport program using th
following expression for the flux density of the impurity species i (Ref./2i):

with Da = 4000 cm2 /s. In the scrape- off region volume sinks are included to
account for parallel transport. This program was also used for evaluating the
impurity densit ies from meas ured radial profiles of individual spec tral lines.
2.

IMPURITY CONFINEMENT

2. 1

Silane Injection

Silane was injected into ASDEX discharges to simulate wall-produced impu r: ties. For this purpose a flux of about 10 19 atomls was puffed through a ga~
valve in the torus midplane. When this valve is opened, the radiation rises
to a plateau value abou t 200 ms later. After the flux is switched off, the
signals disappear. This shows that the processes of depo s ition and subsequent
erosion of s i do not fa l sify the flux. Tp can therefore be determined from
the gas flux and the Si density in t he plasma, as derived from absolute measu remen t of Si lines.
The results for different experimental condit ions and background plasmas are
summarized in Table I. The code calcula tions in the last column assume
that the neutral silicon penetrates the plasma edge at room temperature.

type
divertor
d i vertor
tor . Hmi ter
tor. limiter+N.I.

-ne(IO 13-3
cm )

4.4
4.4
3.0
3.0

'p(ms)
expo
calculation
1. 8
1.6
1.2
0.5

1. 8
1. 8
2. 2
1.4

First the experimentel results are discuss~d. A comparison of divertor K2
and D2 plasmas shows that the part i cle confinement times are very similar,
though a different diffusion coeff i cient was previously fo und. The linear
dependence on Da i s probably compensated somewhat by different properties of
the H2 and D2 edge plasmas. Compari ng the limiter and divertor cases, it
turns out that the shielding properties of the two dischar ges are littl e
different ; in fact, the limiter boundary results in an even l ower impurity
confinement time . With neutral injection, Tp is f urther reduced owing to a
hotter edge plasma . The calculated values (with Da = 4000 cm 2 /s may be regarded as agreeing quite well with measurements considering the large uncerta intie s in the edge plasma parameters. Fo r the N.I. case, an increase of
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_ 4000 cm 2 /s for a deuterium and Da - 6000 cm 2 /s for a hydrogen background
plasma.

D.

A more sophisticated model must take into ac count the presence of parallel
flows in the plasma sc rape-o ff and of friction between impurities and the
background ions . In the following, measured values of T are compared with
calculated values. The latter were obtained by a transpgrt program
using the following expression for the f lux density of the impurity species i :

with Da - 4000 cm 2 /s. In the scrape- off region volume sinks are included to
account for parallel transport. This program was also used for evaluating the
impurity densities from measured radial profiles of individual spectral lines.
2.

IMPURITY CONFINEMENT

2. 1 Silane Injection
Si lane was injected into ASDEX discharges to simulate wall-produced impurities. For this purpose a flux of about 10 19 atom/s was puffed through a gas
valve in the torus midplane. When this valve is opened. the radiation rises
to a plateau value about 200 ms later. After the flux is swi t ched off, the
signals disappear. This shows that the processes of deposition and subsequent
erosion of Si do not falsify the flux. T\, can therefore be determined from
the gas flux and the si density in the p asrns, as derived from absolute measurement of Si lines.
The re sults for different experimental conditions and background plasmas are
summarized in Table I. The code calculations in the last column assume
that the neutral silicon penetrates the plasma ed ge at room temperature.
Table 1
type

divertor
divertor
tor. limi ter
tor. limiter+N . I.

Tp(ms)
calcul ation
expo

gas

4.4
4.4
3.0
3.0

loB

1. 6
1.2
0.5

loB
loB

2.2
1.4

First the experimental results are discussed. A comparison of divert or H2
and D2 plasmas shows that the particle confinement times are very similar.
though a different diffusion coefficient was previously found. The linear
dependence on Da i s probably compensated somewhat by different properties of
the H2 and D2 edge plasmas. Comparing the limiter and divertor cases. it
turns out that the shielding properties of the two discharges are little
different; in fact, the limiter boundary results in an even lower impurity
confinement time. With neutral ~njection. Tp is further reduced owing to a
hotter edge plasma. The calculated values (with Da - 4000cm 2 /s) may be regarded as agreeing quite well with the measurements considering the l arge uncertainties in the edge plasma parameters . For theN.I. case , an increase of
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to th e spectroscopic measurements the limiter surface is the main source of
oxygen. too. No quantitative estimate can be made in this case , but metal
oxide and ads orbed water are expected to be responsible for the oxygen contamination.

The iron influx in divertor discharges can readily be explained by sputtering due to char ge- exchange neutrals. even if the yield must be strongly
r educed to account for surface conditions. This interpretation has already
been adopted /4/ owing to the s imilar time behavior of the high-energy CX
flux and Fe density in the plasma . Additional information may be derived
from the transition of H2 to D2 plasmas. In ASDEX D-discharges a strong in-

crease of the iron content has always been observed nuring thi s change of
the working gas , while the amount of light impurities remains practical ly
the same. As demonstrated by the si lane results, the containment times in H2
and D2 are not much different. The higher metal contamination must therefore
be due t o a higher impurity influx in D2 compared with H2 , a conc lusion which
i s nicely conf irmed by the collecting probe measurements in the divertor chamber . This dependence of the iron flux on the plasma background mass is a
further indi cation of sputtering by ex neutralR.
Information on t he oxygen sources is obtained by measur ing the gaseous oxygen
compounds in the divertor chamber. This i ndicates that oxygen must or i ginate
from the vessel walls at the beginning of the discharge , probably desorbed by
low-energy H neutrals (nece ssary yield ~1O-3). Later, a pressu re of H20 and
CO builds up in the divertor chambe rs which is s uffic i en tly high to explain
the measured oxygen flux, i.e. oxygen is just recycl ing . Accor ding to the
measurement s it is obvious tha t the vessel walls can build up a few monolayers of water between successive shots . The effective long-term decr ease
of 0 is therefor e very s l ow and is determined by the speed of the turbopumps.
The behavior of divertor- pro duced metallic impurities is st ill be ing stud ied,
but is complicated by the fact that the vessel walls are also cover ed with
these materials .
4. DEPOSITION OF MATERIAL ON WALLS AND WINDOWS
ASDEX Ha. windows have been regularly analyzed with respect to deposited me t als.
Layer thicknesses of up to 1 ~m and up to 10 4 droplets per mm 2 have been
found, the result being strongly correl ated with the pos ition of the pol o idal limiter /5/ . The amount of transpor ted material i n this case is much too
high to be explained by the above fluxes during di scharges and the i nt egrat ed
discharge times . This transpo rt must be due to other processes s uch as electric arcs , dr ople t s or flakes fal l ing nnto the plasma, or occasiona l me lting
of t he limiter due to local power overload.
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